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of strong excitation fields and of optical 
feedback, stimulated emission can over-
come fluorescence and eventually lead to 
laser action. Lasing, compared to sponta-
neous emission, carries information not 
only on the solvating environment in the 
direct vicinity of the dyes, but also on the 
optical system (e.g., cavities, microresona-
tors or scatterer density) that generates 
the amplification, since it determines at 
a large extent the allowed spectral and 
spatial properties of laser emission, i.e., 
the lasing modes. Recently, different bio-
logical materials have been shown to 
support light amplification from suitable 
chromophores:[3] laser action has been 
observed from biomaterials in the dif-
ferent forms of rigid/hard scaffolds (such 
as protein crystals,[4] disordered protein 
scaffolds,[5] butterfly wings,[6,7] skeleton,[8] 
etc.), soft materials,[9] tissues,[10,11] and 
interestingly even from individual 
cells,[12–15] based on various amplification 
schemes. Cellular lasing, i.e., lasing from 
individual cells, has been proposed as a promising novel con-
cept with potential for enhanced sensing.[16,17]
So far it has been achieved as a result of the amplification 
provided by laser cavities[12] or microresonators[13–15] while 
lasing from an isolated individual cell has proven to be elusive, 
and only observed in isolated adipocytes featuring very large oil 
Lasing from cells has recently been subject of thorough investigation because of 
the potential for sensitive and fast biosensing. Yet, lasing from individual cells 
has been studied in high-quality resonators, resulting in limited dependence of 
the lasing properties on the cellular microenvironment. Here, lasing is triggered 
by cells floating in a low quality factor resonator composed of a disposable 
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) cell counting-slide, hence in absence 
of conventional high-reflectivity optical cavities. The exceptional spectral 
narrowing and the steep slope increase in the input–output energy diagram 
prove occurrence of laser action in presence of cells. The observed biolasing is 
an intrinsically dynamic signal, with large fluctuations in intensity and spectrum 
determined by the optical properties of the individual cell passing through the 
pump beam. Numerical simulations of the scattering efficiency rule out the 
possibility of optical feedback from either WGM (whispering gallery mode) 
or multiple scattering within the cell, and point to the enhanced directional 
scattering field as the crucial contribution of cells to the laser action. Finally, 
principal component analysis of lasing spectra measured from freely diffusing 
cells yields spectral fingerprints of cell populations, which allows discriminating 
cancer from healthy Rattus glial cells with high degree of confidence.
1. Introduction
Fluorescent dyes are a common bioimaging tool, whose spon-
taneous emission is used to monitor in real time and real 
space the activity of cells, organelles, and biomolecules[1] with 
high resolution and sensitivity.[2] Nonetheless, in the presence 
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droplets (45 µm). For cells inside a cavity composed of two reflec-
tive mirrors, the refractive index contrast between a cell and its 
surrounding medium has been found to lower the threshold 
for lasing, due to the so-called “lens-effect”.[18,19] In these condi-
tions, the laser threshold has been reported to carry information 
on cellular properties (such as the hydration level)[18] and it has 
been used to discriminate cancer from healthy cells.[20]
In this contribution, we describe a new experimental 
approach in which light amplification is generated from an 
individual cell driven by cell morphology and optical contrast. 
Based on this approach a new role may emerge for the cells, 
which not only act as a container of active medium (i.e., the 
laser dyes) but also play a fundamental role in the amplifica-
tion process. We therefore investigate numerically the role of 
the refractive index contrast within a cell and between the cell 
and the surrounding medium, in order to ascertain the origin 
of light amplification. Finally, we analyse the relationship 
between cell and amplified emission properties, highlighting 
the key parameters of light amplification that can be exploited 
to discriminate two different groups of cells, and in particular 
healthy from cancerous Rattus glial cells.
2. Results
2.1. Cell Sample Design and Preparation
We investigate the optical properties of cancerous (C6 glioma) 
and healthy (Astrocyte) Rattus glial cells. Cell trypsination 
followed by paraformaldehyde fixation are performed before 
incubating cells in Rhodamine 6G (R6G) staining solution 
(0.9 × 10−3 m in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) for 30 min), to 
obtain highly dye-doped, fixed cells detached from the surface 
and showing a roughly spherical shape (10–20 µm in diam-
eter).  Fluorescence confocal microscopy analysis of cell sam-
ples deposited on microscope slides reveals that fluorescent 
 intensity of intracellular dyes are 2–4 folds brighter than the 
supernatant (Figure 1a–c, Figure S1 in the Supporting Informa-
tion). The cell samples are then transferred in cell counting slides 
without further washing (Figure 1e), which are held vertical in 
order to minimize cell adhesion on the plastic walls. The obser-
vation system is finally composed of a 100 µm thick chamber 
delimited by two facing poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) walls 
(thickness 700 µm each), resulting in very weak reflection at the 
system interfaces (transmittance, T ≈ 96% at each wall).
The samples are excited at room temperature with a pulsed 
laser system (λexc = 540 nm, frequency 10 Hz, pulse duration 
8 ns) in a fluorescence microscopy setup, with the excitation 
beam reflected by a dichroic mirror and focused onto the sample 
with a 10× objective lens (numerical aperture, NA = 0.25) 
(Figure 1d), yielding a beam waist of ≈20 µm in the focal point, 
and an estimated Rayleigh length of 250 µm. The emission is 
collected by the same objective and transmitted through the 
dichroic mirror to a beam splitter. A charged coupled device 
(CCD) camera is used to image the sample and a high-resolu-
tion spectrometer provides single shot emission spectra.
2.2. Spectral and Image Analysis
By synchronizing spectral acquisition with CCD imaging at the 
same frequency of the pump laser (10 Hz), spatial distribution 
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Figure 1. Fluorescence confocal micrographs of the cell samples a) Astrocyte and b) C6 Glioma, respectively (scale bar 5 µm) and c) their intensity 
profiles across yellow dashed lines (black and red lines respectively). Samples were excited using λexc 514 nm and fluorescence signal was collected 
from 520 to 723 nm. d) Schematic representation of the optical setup used in the experiment. The optical line consists of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser 
(frequency of 10 Hz, pulse duration 8 ns) coupled to a MOPA (Master Oscillator Power Amplifier), a diaphragm, optical density filters, a Glann-Laser 
polarizer, a mirror, a beam splitter that reflects a known fraction of the beam into a power meter, a beam expander, dichroic mirror, a 10× objective, 
and a bright field illuminator on the opposite side of the sample, a beam splitter that separates the detection into the imaging arm (a CCD camera with 
tube lens and magnification lens) and the spectroscopy arm (an optical fiber with focusing lens connected to multichannel spectrometer for spectral 
analysis). e) A photograph of a cell sample in cell counting slide under ambient light. The picture is taken 24 h after the experiment and shows the 
cells sedimented at the bottom.
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of the emission signal corresponding to each individual pump 
shot is obtained, while the spectrometer monitors the spec-
tral features of the imaged emission. By adjusting the power 
of the excitation laser at 1.5 µJ per pulse (120 mJ cm−2), we 
record markedly different emission bursts when a cell is in 
the excitation focus, compared to the case in which no cell 
(thus only dye-doped supernatant) is present across the pump 
beam (Movie S1, Supporting Information). In particular in 
the latter case a constant background is recorded both by 
the CCD (Figure 2a,d) and by the spectrometer, which in these 
conditions records only bright field light and fluorescence 
(Figure 2f,g). On the contrary, when a cell transits across the 
excitation beam, strong emission bursts transitorily appear on 
the CCD, localized in correspondence of the cell, while the 
corresponding spectrum is characterized by the presence of 
multiple, very narrow spikes randomly distributed in a ≈5 nm 
wavelength range and of width 0.4 nm (see Figure 2h–n).
In these experimental conditions, emission bursts from an 
individual cell can be continuously recorded over hundreds of 
shots, and if no cells are transiting in the vicinity of the pump 
beam, only a constant fluorescence background is observed 
both on the CCD and on the spectrometer (Movie S1, Sup-
porting Information).
Selected CCD images of cell-triggered light amplification 
show that the emission distribution generally follows the shape 
of the cell passing through the beam and of its internal com-
partments (Figure 3e–i). This suggests that the weakly scat-
tering biological material contained in the cells, and particularly 
in the membranes and in the organelles,[21,22] plays a key role in 
triggering the light amplification process.
Increasing the pump power, in the presence of cells, we 
observe a transition from a regime of pure fluorescence (at low 
pump power, whose intensity increases linearly with the excita-
tion power) to a regime at which the sudden emission bursts 
described above are observed. This transition occurs across a 
300 nJ range, at ≈500–1000 nJ per pulse (40–80 mJ cm−2) for 
the different cell samples (Figure 3a,b). The light emission 
integrated in the range 565–575 nm (where light amplification 
peaks arise) versus the input laser power (Figure 3a), displays 
the expected laser behavior: the slope deviates from the initial 
value in concomitance with the observation of the first emis-
sion spikes (when pump power reaches 800 nJ per pulse, i.e., 
65 mJ cm−2 , Figure S2 in the Supporting Information), but 
with large fluctuations of the recorded spectra (witnessed by 
the huge error bars in the range 1.2–1.6 µJ). These fluctuations, 
due to cell diffusion and cell-to-cell variations, make it difficult 
to properly assess the lasing threshold. The error bars appear 
to decrease much above threshold (1.8 µJ), when the presence 
of multiple spikes in the emission spectra results in smaller 
intensity fluctuations. For pump powers larger than 2 µJ per 
pulse (160 mJ cm−2) the cells suffer relatively fast damage and 
therefore we limit our analysis to powers below 2 µJ per pulse 
to prevent biased observations. Indeed, at pump energies 
close to the lasing threshold individual cells can be continu-
ously observed for minutes (thousands of pulses), while at 
pump power larger than 2 µJ per pulse cells and dyes typi-
cally degrade, and the signal is lost within few seconds (tens of 
emission bursts).
Figure 3c,d shows that the spectra of amplified emission 
feature peaks, which are “randomly” distributed in wavelength 
and in time. Both the spectra originated from different cells 
and from the same cell excited with subsequent pulses show 
emission spikes at wavelengths that change pulse-to-pulse, and 
with varying spacing between spikes, as shown in the spectral 
time series in Figure 3d. This suggests that the mechanism 
responsible for light amplification is randomly determined by 
the specific physico-chemical parameters of the cell passing in 
the beam focus and of its subcomponents.
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Figure 2. a–d) Extracts from Movie S1 in the Supporting Information showing fluorescence from supernatant (no cells in the excitation beam) 
and h–k) light amplification (laser action) from a cell passing through the excitation beam, under constant excitation conditions (1.5 µJ per pulse). 
a,h) Each video frame in movie S1 in the Supporting Information shows synchronized color image of the sample on a RGB CCD camera, c,j) emission 
spectra subtracted of the constant background taken with an Ocean Optics HR4000 Spectrometer, and g) constant background, b,i) the red channel 
of the CCD image in grayscale, which contains minimal emission information and can thus be used as bright field image (and d,k) green channel 
of the CCD image in “jet” color scale that contains emission information and can be taken as fluorescence images. Sketches of the cross section of 
the experimental system (not to scale) in e) absence and l) in presence of cells passing through the excitation beam. t1 = thickness of the chamber, 
100 µm. t2 = thickness of the PMMA walls, 700 µm. n1, n2, and n3 are the relevant refractive indices, respectively of air (1.00), PMMA (1.49), and the 
supernatant (DMSO, 1.48). f,m) Spectra of the background due to the only bright field illumination are compared with spectra recorded with both 
bright field illumination and laser excitation in g) absence of cells and n) in presence of cells passing through the laser beam; note that all recorded 
spectra are cut in the observation window (570–660 nm) by the dichroic and emission filters.
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2.3. Simulation of Light Scattering Induced by Cells
We attribute the shot-to-shot variation in the lasing spectrum 
to the variability of the cell optical response. The cell optical 
properties are sketched in Figure 4a, for an idealized spher-
ical cell (12 µm in diameter) with a nucleus with high refrac-
tive index (ncore = 1.5), surrounded by cytoplasm with lower 
refractive index (ncell = 1.33–1.47), immersed in either water 
(nH2O = 1.33) or DMSO (nDMSO = 1.48), using values common 
in the literature.[23,24] Given the large size of the cell compared 
to the light wavelength and the low refractive index contrast, 
the exact shape of the cell does not significantly affect the 
results. Numerical simulations of light scattering were made 
by finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) solution of the Max-
well’s equations using Lumerical.[25] The profiles of electric 
field intensity in Figure 4c–e show large forward scattering and 
focusing of the incident light (yielding the lensing effect), with 
an increase in the pump intensity by up to a factor of 50 in a 
volume of around (λ/2 n)3 ≈ 0.2 µm3. This local field enhance-
ment increases the probability of stimulated emission and is 
the principal mechanism for the observed strong light ampli-
fication in the presence of cells in our experiments. The high 
density of laser dye within the cells also facilitates gain.
The lasing spectra with sharp peaks however suggest exist-
ence of a closed cavity and cannot be accounted for by gain nar-
rowing in an open cavity alone. Cavity resonances supported 
by the cell however can be ruled out, owing to the very low Q 
factor of the optical modes supported by biological cells (≈1), in 
particular when DMSO is the main component of the superna-
tant. Multiple scattering[26,27] within the cell is also unlikely, due 
to the low index variation within the cell, or within the cell solu-
tion, which results only in large forward scattering (as shown 
by FDTD simulations for all refractive indices ncell = 1.33–1.47, 
Figure 4b) as possible explanations for the observed lasing 
behaviour.
The only other feedback mechanism in our sample is reflec-
tion from the large polymeric cell, made of the two 700-µm-thick 
PMMA layers separated by a 100 µm gap, containing the super-
natant with cells (i.e., total cavity length of 1.5 mm). Although 
the PMMA/air interface provides minimal reflectance (of ≈4%), 
the long cavity length results in an appreciable Q factor of 
few thousands. We argue that this is the principle mechanism 
for the observed narrow features in the lasing spectrum. The 
biological cells here provide a crucial role to facilitate lasing, 
which would otherwise be difficult to attain due to misalign-
ment of the cavity mirrors. As shown in Figure 4d,e, the cells 
act as a microlens, and so can stabilize the laser resonator by 
redirecting the diffracted rays toward the optical axis.[18] To test 
the effectiveness of the cells in stabilizing the laser resonator, 
the experiment was repeated with the cells and supernatant 
sandwiched between two glass slides with one of the slides 
tilted at an angle. Lasing was still observed from the cells for 
tilt angles of 1° (see Figure S3 in the Supporting Information), 
but not at large angles (5°). This result is consistent consid-
ering the cell dimensions and focal length. A small tilt of 1° 
for example, results in a path difference of 3.5 µm, and so the 
reflected light still pass through the cell, whereas with a 5° tilt 
the offset is 17.5 µm, which is larger than the cell diameter and 
after one round trip the rays are already outside the pumped 
region.
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Figure 3. a) Input versus output diagram showing the transition from fluorescence to light amplification of C6 glioma cells; emission intensity is 
integrated in the range 565–575 nm; the blue dashed line highlights the linear increase of fluorescence emission; error bars are calculated from ten 
spectra from different cells. b) Emission spectra of cells transiting across the excitation beam, at increasing input energy; the yellow arrow indicates 
the onset of light amplification. c) Selected amplified emission spectra from C6 glioma cells taken at constant excitation power, Pexc = 1.5 µJ per pulse. 
The broad band centered at 575 nm is fluorescence. d) Time sequence of single shot emission spectra taken in a standard experiment. e–i) Selected 
CCD images of individual C6 glioma cells transiting through the excitation beam, scale bar 5 µm.
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2.4. Cell Distinction via PCA of Amplified Emission Spectra
Light amplification is triggered by the cells due to their refrac-
tive index contrast and high dye concentration. Refractive 
index distribution, in particular, is relevant in this investiga-
tion because it is tightly related to cell morphology, lifecycle 
and phenotype.[28,29] Therefore, we have investigated the possi-
bility of extracting characteristic information on cells from their 
amplified emission spectra.
In order to demonstrate the relation between cell structure 
and emission features, useful to differentiate cancer from 
normal cells, we developed a method based on spectral analysis. 
The strategy employs time series of spectra, which we analyse 
with principal component analysis (PCA) in order to distin-
guish cells from similar tissues but with different status, either 
healthy or cancerous. In particular, we processed time series of 
at least 10 000 spectra acquired in continuous (containing at 
least 1000 amplified emission spectra) from the two samples of 
cells, i.e., C6 glioma and Astrocyte.
The random nature of amplified emission spectra also 
causes large intensity fluctuations, even between consecutive 
shots. Spectra are grouped in sets based on peak intensity, and 
then analysed to retrieve similarities within the same set and 
among different cells of the same stock. In particular, given two 
datasets, respectively for cancerous and healthy cells, average 
spectra are calculated for each dataset and used to extract prin-
cipal component (PC) loadings. Loadings are in turn used to 
calculate PC scores for each single-shot spectrum. The resulting 
scores of the first two PCs (i.e., the ones with highest variances) 
are plotted for visual comparison of the separation between the 
two different cell samples and of the spectral spread of each 
sample (Figure 5).
Looking only at the average spectra used to extract PC load-
ings, it is evident how the spectral difference, and thus the pos-
sibility to discriminate cells, is very modest (Figure 5e–h). On 
the contrary, PC scores relative to single shot spectra taken from 
cancer versus healthy Rattus glial cells (respectively C6 glioma 
and Astrocyte) reveal that the two sets of spectra lie in two 
clearly distinct regions of the diagram (Figure 5a–d). Moreover, 
the separation between the two populations of PC scores largely 
increases and the overlap vanishes when the most intense 
amplified emission spectra are considered. The here described 
method yields thus new parameters, i.e., the PC scores, that 
are easier to handle compared to the spectra, and that can 
be conveniently employed to put in evidence subtle spectral 
differences. We demonstrate that this analysis allows for dis-
tinction of cancer from healthy Rattus glial cells (C6 glioma—
cancerous—vs Astrocyte—healthy—) with a very good level of 
confidence.
In addition, it has to be noted that the variance of the first 
PC is as high as 99% in the highest intensity range for Rattus 
glial cells, thus allowing cell distinction based on only one para-
meter and a consequently easier representation through 1D 
graphs, such as the histograms of PC1 scores (Figure S4 in the 
Supporting Information).
3. Discussion
The experimental evidence of the concomitance of light ampli-
fication with the presence of cells in the excitation beam 
strongly suggests that the intrinsic physico-chemical properties 
of cells play a predominant and active role in this phenomenon. 
Concerning the reasons why cells support light amplification 
and eventually laser action, we take into consideration gain 
enhancement (due to dye concentration and brightness) and 
amplification mechanisms (due to refractive index contrasts). 
On the one hand, the gain across the excitation beam increases 
due to the higher dye concentration in the cells compared to 
the supernatant (up to 2–4 times locally, Figure 1a–d), but such 
increase only accounts for a 10–20% gain enhancement across 
the whole excitation path (about 100 µm). On the other hand, it 
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Figure 4. a) Schematic illustration of a cell in DMSO, modelled as a sphere with a core–shell structure. The nucleus is one third the size of the cell 
(D = 12 µm, nucleus = 4 µm). b) Scattering cross-section and scattering efficiency (cross-section/geometrical area) of the cell calculated by 3D Finite-
Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) simulations. The cross-section is shown as a function of D/λ for different cell refractive indices (colored solid lines). 
On average, the cross-section is 220 µm2 (dashed line). The grey region indicates the range of possible values due to variation in cell index/shape. 
c) Far-field intensity distribution of the scattered fields shown in log scale on a polar plot. d,e) Electric field intensity profile in the cross-section of a cell 
(λ = 570 nm) with cell index 1.45 and 1.33, respectively. The plane wave is incident from the left hand-side in both images.
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is well known that cell compartmentalization produces signifi-
cant refractive index contrast within a cell, among the different 
compartments, and with the external environment.[23,28–30] The 
refractive index in cells, already acknowledged as a key para-
meter for both basic understanding of cell function and inter-
pretation of pathological state, is directly related to intracellular 
local mass and concentration, thus yielding fundamental 
biophysical information about composition and organizational 
structure of cells. Variations in cellular refractive index can 
result in altered tissue light scattering effects, often related to 
tissue pathology,[31] and in various diseases such as in hema-
tologic contexts.[32] However, efforts to experimentally address 
the refractive properties of cells have long been impeded by 
experimental difficulties. The here reported light amplification 
phenomenon directly stems from cellular refractive index, and 
from refractive index contrast within the cell; as such, it car-
ries an important potential to indirectly address—by means of 
a fast and information-rich technique—the single-cell analysis 
of refractive index-related properties of cells. Such fast spectral 
analysis of cellular lasing may be implemented in cytometry 
techniques, adding an instrument to investigate cellular prop-
erties related to refractive index distribution even below the 
diffraction limit.
It has to be highlighted that in this study, differently than 
in recent reports on cellular lasing, cells are not placed within 
a high reflectivity laser cavity,[10,12] nor do they contain micro-
resonators.[11,13] Reflectance at the walls is indeed very poor and 
external agents such as microbeads or scattering nanoparticles/
nanocrystals are not introduced in the system. Humar and Yun 
reported that cell lasers consisting of dye-doped cells embedded 
between two high reflective distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) 
mirrors, in an all-similar experimental setup with ns pulsed 
pump laser, display a laser threshold of ≈45 nJ per pulse.[18] 
In such a case DBR mirrors provided the light confinement 
required for amplification, and the cells play only a minor 
role in reducing the laser thresholds owing to a thoroughly 
described “lens effect”.[18,19] In our experiments we observe 
laser emission with threshold only 10–20 times higher than 
this previously reported threshold in a DBR. In the here dis-
cussed case cells provide an essential contribution in triggering 
laser action. Our simulations of light scattering demonstrate 
that amplification of spontaneous emission can be greatly facil-
itated in presence of cells owing to the strongly enhanced direc-
tional light scattering and to light focusing, in addition to gain 
enhancement due to the higher concentration of dye inside 
cells. The difference in refractive index within the cell, between 
the various compartments, is thus responsible for directional 
scattering and focusing of light that, under specific conditions 
of high gain, can give rise to phenomena of light amplification 
and eventually laser emission.
Adv. Optical Mater. 2020, 8, 1901573
Figure 5. The four rows from top to bottom display data relative to spectra with peak intensity in ranges 1000–2000 counts, 4000–6000 counts, 
8000–10 000 counts, and 10 000–15 000 counts, respectively, as also indicated in e–h) plots of average spectra. a–d) PC scores of single shot spectra 
of C6 glioma cells (red) and Astrocytes (green) with increasing peak intensities. The crossed squares indicate the scores of the average spectra. The 
scores are calculated from loadings obtained from the average spectra, which are shown in diagrams e-h (C6 glioma solid lines, Astrocytes dashed 
lines). Maps in i–l) show the time series of C6 glioma amplified emission spectra in selected intensity ranges, while maps in m–p) show the time series 
of selected Astrocyte amplified emission spectra.
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In summary, lasing in our experiments is facilitated by 
the external cavity within which the dye and biological cells 
are placed. However, due to the low Q factor of this external 
cavity, the cells provide important functions of reducing the 
lasing threshold and stabilizing the laser cavity. As a result, we 
observed spectral signatures that allowed to distinguish with 
high degree of confidence C6 glioma—cancerous—from Astro-
cyte—healthy—Rattus glial cells.
Biological cells act in this novel experimental approach as 
the most significant amplification medium, and as a relevant 
part of the active medium. It follows that resulting lasing fea-
tures—spectral and spatial modes—are closely related to the 
physico-chemical parameters of cells from which light amplifi-
cation is originated, such as shape, size and local organization 
of organelles and biomaterials, hence the local refractive index 
distribution. We therefore expect the experimental conditions 
employed in this study to strengthen the structure-property 
relationship existing between cellular physico-chemical struc-
ture and cellular lasing.
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, we show that light amplification can be observed 
from dye-doped biological cells, without the need for tradi-
tional high-quality resonators or additional scatterers such 
as inorganic nanoparticles, and at an energy threshold of 
500–1000 nJ per pulse. Numerical calculations demonstrate 
the role of refractive index contrast in cells in triggering light 
amplification, while a broader analogy with random lasing as 
observed from weakly scattering matrices[24] remains limited 
because of the low probability of multiple scattering.
Finally, by processing time series of spectra with PCA, we 
extract spectral fingerprints that allow to separate spectral 
responses and to distinguish cancer from healthy Rattus glial 
cells with a very good degree of confidence.
The simplicity of the method used to achieve intense 
and highly efficient amplified emission, coupled to the rich 
information potential arising from the mixture of cellular 
refractive index contrast and dye concentration, pave the way 
for a rapid expansion of cell triggered light amplification, 
which we envisage as a new analytical signal for biology and 
medicine.
5. Experimental Section
Sample Preparation: All materials for cell culture were purchased from 
Gibco, otherwise notified. Rattus norvegicus brain glioma (C6 glioma) 
and rat primary cortical astrocyte cells (Astrocyte) were grown inside 
media containing 88% Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium, 10% Fetal 
Bovine Serum (FBS), 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin and 1% L-Glutamine 
200 × 10−3 m under 37 °C and 5% of CO2 condition for 48 h until reaching 
90–95% cell confluency (concentration ≈ 13 × 106 cells per mL) of T-75 
culture flask’s surface (Corning). Subsequently, all cells were washed 
with Phosphate Buffer Solution, PBS twice followed by cell detachment 
by Trypsin-EDTA solution or StemPro Accutase cell dissociation 
reagent (Invitrogen). After cells were isolated from the surface, they 
were collected in Eppendorf tube and centrifuged (at 1000 rpm) for 
3 min. Supernatant was removed and cellular fixation was performed by 
immersing the cell pallet inside 1 mL 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 
10 min. After the fixation, the cell solution was centrifuged for 3 min 
and the supernatant was removed subsequently. 500 µL rhodamine 6G 
staining solution (0.9 × 10−3 m in DMSO (Sigma)) was added, mixed 
and the incubation time was done for 30 min. Cells were gently remixed 
and ≈10–20 µL of the cell-dye solution was moved to cell counting slides 
(Bio-Rad).
Fluorescence Confocal Microscopy: All of the fluorescence confocal 
images were acquired by means of a Zeiss LSM 710 confocal 
microscope system with 63× magnification, numerical aperture, NA 
1.3 of Zeiss LCI Plan-NEOFLUAR water immersion objective lens 
(Zeiss GmbH). The samples were excited by continuous wave laser 
at 514 nm and the emission of the dye was collected in the range 
520–735 nm.
Laser Setup: A pulsed Nd:YAG laser (Spectra Physics, frequency 
of 10 Hz, pulse duration 8 ns) coupled to a Master Oscillator Power 
Amplifier (MOPA) system (Spectra Physics 200PRO) was employed 
and operated at 540 nm wavelength. The optical scheme (sketched 
in Figure 1g) includes the pump laser system followed by a sequence 
of optical attenuator filters, a Glan-Laser Polarizer (Thorlabs) to 
fine tune the pump intensity, a beam expander, a dichroic mirror 
(TRITC filter, reflection band 525–556 nm, transmission band 
580–650 nm, Thorlabs), and an objective lens (10×, NA = 0.25, Thorlabs) 
to focus the beam and to collect light emitted from the sample, yielding 
a beam waist of about 20 µm at the focus position. A known fraction 
of the pump light was measured by means of a power meter to control 
the pump intensity. The light collected by the objective passes through 
the dichroic mirror and was partially reflected by a 50:50 beam splitter 
onto an Ocean Optics HR4000 Spectrometer with resolution 0.15 nm. 
Spectra were recorded in continuous mode with an acquisition time 
of 100 ms, and successively preprocessed and analyzed using PCA 
statistics toolbox in Matlab. The light transmitted by the beam splitter 
passes through a tube lens and was imaged on a CCD (DCU224M CCD, 
Thorlabs).
Simulations: 3D-FDTD simulations of light scattering from a cell were 
performed using FDTD Solutions (Lumerical Inc.). Cells were modelled 
as spheres with a core–shell structure (12 µm in diameter), core of 
index 1.5 and a shell with index varying between 1.33 and 1.47. The core 
diameter was fixed to one third of the cell diameter in all simulations and 
symmetry boundary conditions were employed to significantly reduce 
the computation time. To calculate scattering cross-section, a total-field 
scattered-field (TFSF) light source was used to inject broadband light 
and a box of power monitors surrounding the cell were used to measure 
the scattered fields. Power monitors were also used to record the electric 
field intensity in the cross-section of the cell. The far-field distribution 
of the scattered fields was calculated using far-field projections from a 
closed box.
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